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1 Introduction

The thinkMOTION project [1] has the ambition to make the DMG-Lib portal [2] to the major digital library of machines and mechanisms at the world level. As an international database containing a lot of textual content, thinkMOTION integrates a work package in charge of multilingual aspects. Although most researchers speak scientific English, it is important that the content remains perfectly understandable to a large audience, particularly the non-specialists, also concerned by this project.

2 Objectives

According to the abilities of the project partners the targeted languages were defined to be English, German, French, Italian, Spanish and Romanian. Objectives are at two levels:
- translating the portal and where needed the internal pages
- translating contents to allow multilingual searching and browsing

Four tasks were defined in the work package WP8:
- 8.1 Improvement of translation workflow
- 8.2 Translation of web pages
- 8.3 Translation of metadata
- 8.4 Maintenance of a thesaurus

Deliverable D8.1 (translation workflow is improved) which is described in this document is the direct result of task 8.1.

3 General aspects of the improvement of the translation workflow

The thinkMOTION project is settled on the existing software and data basis of the DMG-Lib Project, a research project initiated in Germany seven years ago. Initially only in German and partly in English, DMG-Lib is in the thinkMOTION project enlarged to a wider range of languages to enhance its attractiveness by covering more languages spoken by the citizens of European countries.

Task 8.1 (resulting in deliverable 8.1) has the ambition to define a new workflow capable to generate international content, using the capacities of all the partners in the project as effective as possible.

The task has two main aspects. The first covers the general design, the discussion as well as the practical evaluation of the improved translation workflow whereas the second aspect is related to the implementation of the according software tools and their integration into the production database.

The design of the improved workflow as well as some new software tools were presented in September 2010 during the kick-off in Ilmenau (Figure 1). The overall structure of the workflow shown in this figure can be divided into two columns. In the left part the required workflow to translate the metadata attached to items is shown. These metadata can be divided into two categories:

- Non localized metadata (on the top): those are not expressed in a language and consequently will not require any translation. In a scientific project such as thinkMOTION, a lot of metadata is non localized, e. g. numerical data describing the considered machines or mechanisms (like the number of bodies, reduction ratio, etc.). The names of inventors, authors, places etc. will also usually be kept unchanged. Finally, multimedia data such as pictures or videos do not have to be translated either, provided they do not include text writings.
- Localized data (on the bottom) such as the title or the text of a summary are worthwhile to be translated. For the moment, 6 languages are considered but the provided architecture is easily extendable to further languages.

The translation process was thoroughly separated into two stages:

- First stage: priority is given to translation from the mother tongue towards English, which is the most widely used language in science. The quality of translation at this stage is critical, as the results will be re-used later for subsequent translations. There is a strong validation stage here at the end of the translation.

- Second stage: this consists in translating from English to other remaining languages, different from the initial mother tongue of the resource. This stage may become a heavy task (many languages in parallel). It was decided to give it a lower priority.

Figure 1. Translation process in the thinkMOTION project.

In the right part of Figure 1 the thesaurus related aspects are shown. The ambition of thinkMOTION is to provide a strong support for a deeper comprehension of all the main concepts involved in machine engineering. A thesaurus will be built, based on acknowledged resources such as the IFToMM terminology [3]. The same translation process in two stages will occur here. Moreover, the thesaurus is represented as a semantic network and hypertext navigation is expected in it. This requires a hyper-graph structure between concepts but also edges connecting concepts to items, and this in several languages. Current work handles the computer representation of the thesaurus.
4 A more detailed view onto selected improvements

First of all an improved version of detecting user preferences from browser settings was introduced. It is based on the language settings in the browsers which allow each user to specify an ordered (or even weighted) list of languages he prefers when reading page content. See Figure 2 which shows such a selection in Firefox. In the figure English is preferred, but French as well as German will also be accepted by the user. The information is extracted from the HTTP-headers and used to preselect the set of languages the translating users can edit in the translation windows (Figure 3).

**Figure 2. Selecting certain languages in the browser (here Firefox)**

The translation window for textual content opens when an according input field is clicked. Figure 3 is a snapshot which shows the translation window after clicking on the text field for the “short relevance” of the person Franz Reuleaux (the current content in this field “German engineer and scientist” is filled with the best matching languages – in this example English). The editor is opened providing input fields in the 3 selected languages (boxes for the languages English, French and German as shown in Figure 3). Nevertheless the editing staff member may add further language boxes. As far as he has the permission he can also edit those languages, else the texts are read-only for him. After sending the changed dataset the entered data is indexed in the search machine and can be seen in the portal.
To handle the access to potentially hundreds of thousands of texts with different languages an improved permission management was introduced. The new data structures allow to order texts (e.g. words, phrases or larger text blocks) as text nodes in a text tree. The internal name of each node is used to determine its position in the tree (Figure 4).

For each node in the tree the edit permission can be granted and denied according to certain users and languages. Based on the hierarchical structure permissions are passed top-down. I.e. when a
permission definition is to be retrieved for a certain node N then we have to use the permission defined in node M which is nearest to N going up starting at N (of course M may be equal to N). In Figure 5 the permissions of the user “jcf” are shown which has the permission to edit all English and French texts in nodes under the node with the name “kqx.”.

A tool helps to administrate these permissions (e. g. copy permissions of one user to another). Because groups of users have often the same or at least similar permissions this tool supports groups too and makes this way the management work more effective. A further feature of the administration tool shown in Figure 4 is the statistics which calculates e. g. the number of sub-nodes and allows to estimate the necessary effort/progress of translation for this node (and the sub nodes).

Figure 3 shows the newly introduced editor for item metadata. In Figure 5 the editing of quasi static texts is shown. Those texts do not belong to certain items. In the shown example a text used in the letter of agreement is edited. The edit window was opened by a click on the text “date of birth” in the table with the creator data. As in the other examples the English, French and German texts are shown by default, but here the user added Italian too.

**Figure 5. Defining texts for the letter of agreement.**

The letters of agreement in their different versions are a good example for very project-critical texts. Those letters will be signed by rights holders (authors, heirs, institutions etc.) and the meaning of the
translated text blocks must not differ. Else automatic rights handling would fail and the resulting erroneous rights metadata or visibility of items could cause lawsuits.

The letters of agreement are also a good example for the message system according to needed translations. When for example a text is not defined in the target language (e. g. Italian for an Italian author) then a message is shown that the letter can not be generated and the user (the staff member) is directed to this editor.

Within the translation workflow different paths can be used to translate texts. Two main paths can be distinguished. One is based on the export and import of CSV-files (files with comma-separated values). This path is used mostly at the begin of the translation for a certain set of web pages (more general: a set of texts belonging together according to some criteria). Later masks as shown in Figure 7 are used or more special translations (e. g. as already shown in Figure 5).

The lists of texts (CSV-files) are exported and imported via JSPs (Java Server Pages) in the internal production database. Those CSV-files are usually not processed directly by the translators. A conversion to/from a sheet format like ODS (OpenOffice Calc) or XLS (Microsoft Excel) is advantageous.

![Figure 6. Import form for the control of mass imports](image)

A snapshot of a part of an imported table is shown in Figure 6. Here (based on the German and English texts) French texts were added and some English and German texts corrected. The state shown in the figure is between a first import and a further corrective import. Usually the complete light yellow lines would be hidden (because they are completely equal to the database entries), but here we ticked a check box in the HTML-form to give an example for an imported list of texts. The (orange) highlighted field marks a difference which should be checked. By default the “do import this text”-flag is ticked for all the changed texts because we can assume that most changes will be...
correct. Thus, if every change is OK then the importing person has only to press the “send”-button and the import into the database is performed by the software.

There are different parameters which can be used to control the import, e.g.:

- the set of imported languages,
- the number of rows to be skipped (e.g. a row for the serial number),
- the number of lines to be skipped (e.g. comment lines),
- the used separator characters,
- the user who has generated the imported file (this user is often different from the importing person) etc.

The import table is a further example for consistency checks. Here the staff member which controls the import can visually compare the length of the texts to detect empty or incomplete translations or even a wrong use of parameters.

Figure 7. Improved “old style editor” usable to enter or change texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID:</th>
<th>Kpx.cls.DmgSet.set.basemech.wedge</th>
<th>Key:</th>
<th>kpx.cls.DmgSet.set.basemech.wedge</th>
<th>English:</th>
<th>Wedge mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>German:</td>
<td>Kellschubgetriebe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>French:</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 shows the current version of the editor which was initially developed to translate terms in the national DMG-Lib project (mainly from German to English). Below the 3 edit boxes a table with log entries is placed. Especially the visualization of those logs was important to be adapted to the new needs.

5 Further work planned in WP 8 in the next year

- translation of the remaining web pages (especially in Italian / Spanish / Romanian) until end of 2011
• translation of internal production database pages according to demand
• July-September 2011: joint work IFMA-IUT to check the translation on typical items. Further improvements and redaction of the tutorial for the translation workflow
• September 2011: start of mass translation for metadata (8.3)
• September-December 2011: exchanges IUT-IFMA about the software architecture for the thesaurus (based on the IFToMM dictionary as described in [4]). Providing a list of terms to the partners for translation. Integration of UPT term list into the thesaurus.
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